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ARIES INTRODUCES THE PATHFINDER XL, our newest product in the widely used 
Pathfinder series of sewer inspection equipment. This feature-packed transporter offers, as standard, a remote camera 
lift, rear-facing camera and powerful six-wheel, steerable drive to navigate the toughest obstacles quickly and efficiently.


Whether you choose the Pathfinder or Pathfinder XL, you will inspect with the most versatile and technologically 
advanced transporters available today.


Meet the family, contact your Aries dealer or Sales Representative today.


MEET BIG BROTHER


Proudly Manufactured in the U.S.A.  |  ARIESINDUSTRIES.com  |  (800) 234-7205


Pathfinder
(6"–24")


Pathfinder XL
(8" Relined and Larger)


The company’s jetting equipment includes 
a Harben 4018 DTK 300 E-180 trailer jetter, 
300-gallon, 4,000 psi/18 gpm; a custom-built 
trailer jetter, 600-gallon capacity powered by a 
Kubota diesel engine with a 2,000 psi/39 gpm 
water pump by Giant Industries. Each trailer is 
equipped with multiple hose sizes, providing a 
wide variety of jetting capabilities. Portable jet-
ters include a Mustang Model 1302, 1,300 
psi/2.2 gpm; and a RIDGID KJ-1750 portable 
jetter, 1,750 psi/1.4 gpm.


Nozzles are from Enz USA Inc., Shamrock 
Pipe Tools Inc., RIDGID, and the Warthog by 
StoneAge Inc.


Their camera truck is a 2009 Ford E-350 
16-foot box truck with separate office and opera-
tions areas that include two viewing sections to 
allow for instant review. The KRA65 system from 
RapidView IBAK North America includes the 
BE-3 controller and offers 650 feet of continu-
ous inspection in 4- to 30-inch pipes. They use 
Muni-XS PACP software by PipeLogix Inc., and 
have multiple-format recording capability.


The company operates from a 4,500-square-
foot facility in an industrial park. All technicians 
take their vans home at the end of the day, while 
the camera van and jetters are parked inside the 
building.


There are six service vans: four Chevrolet 
Express 3500 extended-wheel-base vans, and two Nissan NV 3500 HD cargo 
vans. Each carries a RIDGID standard SeeSnake color camera system and a 


RIDGID NaviTrack Scout Locator. They also have one RIDGID Mini SeeSnake 
Plus camera and other standard drain cleaning equipment.


The customer base is 50 percent residential and 50 percent commercial 
and municipal, including 20 or more property management and maintenance 
companies that represent major malls and their chain stores, and apartment 
complexes. Fletcher Sewer & Drain also does a lot of drain cleaning and jetting 
work for supermarkets. They hold a maintenance contract with one supermar-
ket chain with 62 stores from western Massachusetts down to central Con-
necticut. This particular service takes place at night in order to avoid conflict 
with shoppers. 


Current municipal work includes service for the City of Ludlow, but most 
nearby jurisdictions have their own equipment. The company also works with 
other plumbers, which represents up to 15 percent of their overall business, 
both in residential and commercial.


Engineering firms and general contractors come to Fletcher Sewer & Drain 
because their clients tend to be developers who want to have existing sewer 
lines televised to find out if there are problems, or to ascertain that the lines 
are acceptable.


Lines within buildings are primarily cast iron in western Massachusetts. In 
Connecticut there is some cast iron, but there is more plastic. Outside lines can 
be Orangeburg, clay, transite, reinforced concrete or PVC. 


(continued)


Honoring THeir rooTs 
While the success of Fletcher Sewer & Drain Inc. has been 


notable, it has not been achieved without some significant losses.
James Fletcher started the company in 1985, and in 1989, 


Joe and Teri Marinello became partners in the drain cleaning 
company, which initially handled drain cleaning problems for 
one apartment building.


The partners grew the business and created a company cul-
ture of high standards that endures today. Sadly, Joe Marinello 
passed away in 2004, and in 2009, Fletcher also passed away. 
The reins were handed to Teri Marinello, who had worked closely 
with the two men over the years. 


As president, Marinello continues to head up the company, 
and she says her endeavors rest with the employees who have 
shown a high degree of excellence and loyalty through both 
challenging and exciting periods in the company’s history. 


In 2011, she began a more aggressive advertising cam-
paign with spots on cable television and several popular radio 
programs. She is an active member with the Better Business Bu-
reau of Central New England and the Western Massachusetts 
Home Builder’s Association. This has been a positive promotional 
move, illustrating her continued willingness to keep her company 
in the spotlight.


Joe Marinello, her son, is office manager and video survey 
technician. Her sons Tony and D.J. also work for the company as 
senior service technicians – thus perpetuating the family pursuit of 
service to the community.


“It starts at the dispatch desk. Often a customer will 


say something that makes sense to them, but they’re 


not giving the information we need. It’s almost like 


translating a different language.”
Teri Marinello


Project manager Dave Lesure prepares a RapidView IBAK tractor and camera for a storm sewer inspection 
in Ludlow, Mass. Fletcher Sewer & Drain’s video system is installed in a 2009 Ford E-350 box truck. 
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> Inflatable Plugs


> Mechanical Plugs


> Testing Accessories


> Deflection Gauges


> Joint Testers


> Sewer Air Test Equipment


> Smoke Testing Equipment


> Manhole Testers


> Manhole Accessories


> Hydrostatic Test Pumps


Your Source for Sewer PlugsYour Source for Sewer Plugs 


Cherne has all the plumbing and underground sewer plugs and testing equipment you need:
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We may not think about this often enough, but a combination unit, in 
particular, is a very dangerous piece of equipment to work around. There are 
numerous hazards throughout the truck to be aware of. If an operator is not on 
his game, these risks will be magnified and will place them and their crews in 
danger. A lack of sleep slows down reaction time and could wind up being the 
difference between avoiding a hazard and becoming a victim.


Keeping an eye on an employee’s eating habits can be a good idea, too. If 
they are eating a lot of candy bars and drinking a lot of soda, then they may be 
overloading on sugar. Sugar can have unintended consequences and can wind up 
affecting job performance. A sugar-high may result in a short-term spike in their 
energy output, but eventually they will experience a crash that can be a drag on 
their drive and job performance. Energy drinks can also have similar affects, and 
like everything else, should be consumed in moderation.


Employees must drink sufficient water throughout the day and eat at sched-
uled intervals. It is easy for them to become so focused on work that they lose 
track of these essentials. As the day progresses, the lack of water and food will 
seriously hinder their job performance.


Combination unit and CCTV inspection operators need to keep their heads 
in the game at all times. Bringing problems from home can be very distracting. 
Supervisors must stay vigilant and take quick action when an employee is being 
affected by outside circumstances. 


Excessive overtime can also have a serious impact on the quality of an em-
ployee’s work. When workloads are heavy, we must be mindful of the effects that 
long hours can have. If employees are consistently subjected to extended work 
hours and few days off, fatigue will prevent them from performing at a high level. 
We must resist the temptation to over-schedule and ensure that employees are 
given sufficient time to rest and recuperate.


hiring is the keY
The most effective way to guarantee that we have employees performing at 


a high level each day is by hiring the right employees from the onset. This is a 
pivotal point in the building of capable crews. If the wrong selection is made, no 
amount of training or preparation will matter. A tremendous amount of resources 
and energy can be expended trying to get an ill-equipped employee to perform 
properly. We must be able to clearly define the type of individuals we are seeking 
before the selection process begins. Attributes such as intelligence, aptitude and 
attitude must be closely evaluated along with their experience and backgrounds. 
Every effort must be made to find the most teachable and capable candidates 
possible. When the selection pool is lacking and none of the candidates meet our 
standards, we must resist the temptation to settle.


The last thing we want to do is to invest time and money into an employee 
that isn’t cutting the mustard. This problem can be easily avoided by taking the 
time to thoroughly screen prospective employees before they are hired. 


Mark Chamberlin, wastewater collections manager at Eastern Municipal 
Water District in Perris, Calif., thinks that the probationary period can also be an 
important part of the screening process. 


“A new employee’s behavior is always at its best during their probation-
ary period,” Chamberlin says. “Even so, their pride and dedication will become 


evident at this time. Dismissing inadequate probationary employees before they 
have established full-time employment will save a significant amount of money 
in the long run.”


If we expect our employees to perform at a high level, then we must find 
individuals who are capable and committed to being exceptional employees. 
Maturity is an important factor, but not necessarily applicable to a specific age. 
Individuals who are career-minded and family-oriented often make the best em-
ployees. These individuals tend to focus on the long-term potential of their jobs 
and are apt to be less impulsive to change because of their family responsibilities. 


A common misconception is that we can improve employees’ work behav-
ior by offering them more money. We figure that everyone is motivated by money 
and if we just offer them more of it, they will automatically raise their level of 
performance and do a better job.


Sure, we may see a measurable rise in their work effort, but it will only be 
temporary. Money is only short term. It doesn’t change someone’s core character. 
It may be momentarily exciting to the employee and actually motivate them to 
try harder, but it will only last for a short time. It won’t be long before the money 
is taken for granted and the individual reverts back to his core character. If they 
weren’t motivated before the money, they won’t be motivated after the money. If 
they were lazy before, they will be lazy afterward.


concLusion
Raising the level of our work performance starts with employing qualified 


individuals with traits and abilities to become quality operators. Once we have 
identified worthy individuals, we must set them up for success by providing the 
best training possible. And then, we must give them sufficient time to absorb and 
practice their new skills. 


Supervisors are the key to ensuring that ongoing quality performance is 
being met. By staying consistently engaged, they will be able to provide the 
accountability and motivation necessary to ensure that employees consistently 
operate at a high level. C


ABOUT THE AUTHOR Jim Aanderud is owner of Innerline Engineering, a video  
pipeline inspection company based in Corona, Calif.
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here may be business deals you can safely write up on a restaurant 
placemat. The sale of your business isn’t one of them. Yes, the “keep 
it simple” principle has its limits. To protect your legal and financial 
interests, you need to put together a detailed sales contract for you and 


the buyer to sign.
Here are 10 items to consider including in your sales contract:


What the buyer is buying
Usually the buyer will purchase business assets. These typically include 


the furniture, fixtures and equipment. The assets also may include lease rights, 


phone numbers, the business name, and a catchall called goodwill. While buy-
ers prefer to take assets, if your business is a corporation there’s another way to 
go: you can sell the corporate stock. The buyer will then own the corporation, 
which, in turn, owns the assets. There can be some tax advantages for you if you 
sell the stock rather than the assets. See your accountant for details.


The buyer’s investigation
The buyer may want some time after signing the sales contract to further 


check out the business — for example, looking into financial statements and 
tax returns. That’s usually no problem. But protect yourself by keeping the 
checkout period short. Then, if the buyer decides to walk away, you’ll be able 
to quickly resume marketing of the business. Have the buyer acknowledge in 
writing that your business information is confidential and won’t be divulged to 
others without your permission.


The down payment 
Seller financing is common. The buyer makes a down payment and then 


pays you the balance (with interest) over the next three to five years. The more 
the buyer has invested in the business, the more likely you’ll get paid on time; 
the buyer won’t want to lose what’s been invested. So try for a down payment 
of at least 25 percent. One-third is even better. Of course, before you agree 
to terms other than 100 percent cash, you’ll want to see the buyer’s financial 
statement and get a credit report.


Security for the balance 
You should retain a security interest in the assets until the full balance 


is paid. That way, if the buyer gets behind in paying you, you can take back 
the assets you sold. Another way to protect yourself is to have the buyer’s 


spouse co-sign for the debt so you can reach their jointly owned assets if the 
buyer doesn’t pay. If you’re really nervous about being paid — and the buyer is 
willing — see if you can further protect yourself by having the buyer give you a 
mortgage or deed of trust on the buyer’s house.


Allocation of the purchase price 
Different assets receive different tax treatment. It will smooth things out 


with the IRS if you and the buyer agree in the sales contract on how the pur-
chase price will be allocated among the different types of assets. In other words, 
if you’re selling the business for $500,000, how much of that amount is for 


equipment? How much for the lease rights? How much for inventory? How 
much for goodwill? This is another area where your accountant can help.


Your lease
If your lease for business space will last past the sale closing date, see if you 


can assign the lease to the buyer. You may need the landlord’s permission to do 
that. Also consider asking your landlord to release you from further responsibil-
ity for rent after the buyer takes over. You may want to make the deal contingent 
on the landlord letting you off the hook for future rent.


Warranties
In almost any sales contract, you’ll be asked to make warranties — that is, 


guarantees that certain facts and statements are true. If it turns out you were 
wrong, the buyer may sue you or use it as an excuse to make big deductions 
from what’s owed to you. Read the warranties very carefully. If you’re not ab-
solutely sure of the facts, protect yourself by adding the words, “to the best of 
sellers’ knowledge.” That way, if the facts aren’t as you thought they were, you 
can’t be held responsible.


Non-compete clause
The buyer won’t want to pay you for a business and then find out you’ve 


become a competitor. Chances are the buyer will want you to agree not to com-
pete for a certain number of years within a designated geographical area. Make 
sure the area isn’t too big and that the restrictions are reasonably needed to 
protect the buyer. You may still need to earn a living in a related field.


Prepaid items
If you’ve paid property taxes or rent in advance, it’s smart to provide that 


Let the Seller Beware
When it’s time to sell your business, protect yourself With 
these 10 tips for a clean and trouble-free transfer of oWnership


By Fred S. Steingold


Fred S. Steingold practices law in Ann Arbor, Mich. 
He is the author of legal Guide for starting and 
running a small business and the employer’s legal 
handbook, pub lished by Nolo.
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try for a down payment of at least 25 percent. one-third is even better. of course, before you agree to terms 


other than 100 percent cash, you’ll want to see the buyer’s financial statement and get a credit report.


those items will be prorated at the closing. In other words, the buyer will reim-
burse you for the portion that will benefit the buyer.


Liabilities
The buyer will want you to assume liability for debts or other legal 


obligations (such as an accident claim) that relate to when you owned the  
business. That’s fair. But it’s also fair for the buyer to assume liability for debts 
and other legal obligations that come up after closing. Sometimes these matters 
are handled through clauses using the words “save harmless” or “indemnify.” C
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14. Combo Cleaner
The Aquatech B-10 combination cleaner from Hi-Vac Corporation is de-


signed for catch basins, storm and sanitary sewers, lift stations and treatment plants 
in municipal and industrial applications. High-performance features increase pro-
ductivity. The 360-degree rotating boom allows for faster positioning of the vehicle. 
A top-loading boom provides even load distribution, combined with a tandem 
axle chassis for maximum load capacity. Single-engine operation for all systems 
eliminates the need for two engines, reducing operating and maintenance costs. 


Other features include 10-cubic-yard debris body, water tanks made with 
high-molecular density polyethylene, short wheelbase for easy maneuverability, 
cylindrical debris tank with no internal obstructions, and high-pressure, con-
tinuous flow water pump. 800/752-2400; www.aquatechinc.com.


15. mobile waterblast unit
The X-Series mobile waterblast unit from Jetstream of Houston 


features the UNx fluid end for conversion between 5,000 and 40,000 psi 
operating pressures and lightweight frame for easy towing. Other features 
include a greaseless spread bearing PTO for reliable power transmission and 
reduced maintenance and integrated filter and water tank system for extended 
component life. 800/231-8192; www.waterblast.com.


16. auto-feed reels
Roto-Reel units from NLB Corp. automatically feed and rotate high-


pressure waterjet hose to efficiently clean pipes while reducing the strain on 
operating personnel. The automated rotation maximizes the waterjet force and 
helps the hose and attached rotating line mole negotiate bends. 


There are two models available. The Roto-Reel 200, for smaller pipes, has 
a 200-foot, 1/2-inch hose and operates at pressures up to 20,000 psi. The 
Roto-Reel 500 has a 500-foot, 3/4- to 1-inch hose and has a maximum pres-
sure of 10,000 psi. Both units have feed rates of up to 40 feet per minute and 
rotate their reels at 30 rpm. They can be air- or hydraulically powered and come 
skid-mounted with a protective cage. A wide range of rotating line moles are 
available, featuring operating pressures, left- or right-hand threads and standard 
or custom drill patterns to suit user needs. 800/441-5059; www.nlbcorp.com.


 


17. six rear jets
The JAWS nozzle from NozzTeq includes six rear stainless/ceramic jets to 


provide maximum thrust and cleaning power along with the jetting conduit/


tube system. A better grip allows users to change sled sizes for more range of 
cleaning from 6- to 30-inch pipes. The nozzle is made of high-grade stainless 
steel with SBR rubber cover to protect the conduit system. Sleds are available 
in sizes from 6 to 8 inches, 8 to 10 inches, 10 to 12 inches, and 15 inches and 
up. The unit is made for all types of lines including storm, water and sewer. 
866/620-5915; www.nozzteq.com.


18. light-duty reels
Series CU hose reels from Reelcraft Industries are designed for light-


duty applications that require long lengths of low-pressure air/water hose. 
The hand-crank reels include a balanced brass swivel and brass inlet and have 
corrosion-resistant powder-coat paint. All reels feature a drag break to prevent 
de-spooling when reel is not in use. The unit is economical for storing and 
retrieving hose. 800/444-3134; www.reelcraft.com.


19. two-nozzle jetter
The KJ-3100 waterjetter from RIDGID offers a fast and effective method 


for removing pipe obstructions like roots and mud. Powered by a 16 hp gaso-
line engine, the unit uses a full 3,000 psi working pressure and a flow of 5 1/2 
gpm to clear blockages in 2- to 10-inch-diameter drains. Designed for easy 
maneuverability, the unit also comes with a propulsion nozzle that helps carry 
a 200-foot hose, and a penetrating nozzle for cutting through ice and sludge. 
800/769-7743; www.ridgid.com.


20. Pressure washer PaCkage
The TRS-2500 standard trailer-mounted pressure washer package from 


Shark Jetters and Pressure Washers includes a self-contained water tank. The 
trailer provides a high degree of portability and the flexibility of pulling water 
from the onboard water tank or from a garden hose supply. 


Features include industrial undercarriage with leaf-spring suspension of a 
maximum of 3,500 pounds; high-density, 200-gallon white polyethylene water 
tank; 4.7 gpm at 3,500 psi hot-water pressure washer skid with electric start 
and generator (battery installed); high- and low-pressure hose reels, two saddle 
boxes and rock guard; three-way ball valves for switching between freshwater 
hookups and supply tank; cool bypass for extended run times by circulating 
water back through the tank; and 39-inch tongue with swing-away hinge for 
easy storage. 800/771-1881; www.sharkpw.com.
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8% ONE YEAR FINANCING AVAILABLE!
Longer lease rates also available. Call Keith for details.


5037 NW 10th
Oklahoma City, OK 73127


Buying a SeeSnake?


CaLL uS FOR 
gReaT PRiCing &


FRee SHiPPing!


– Call Us Evenings and Weekends –
           Keith: 405-602-9155 & 


Jim: 405-205-3974


LEGACY EQUIPMENT ACQUIRES AG TRUCK
Legacy Equipment Co. acquired AG Truck Equipment Co., supplier of 


truck-mounted equipment and specialized vocational trucks, and The Truck 
Shop, a retail store for truck and van storage. The new entities will be combined 
with Legacy Equipment Rental to form Legacy Equipment Co. AG Body will 
continue as an ongoing business and operate independently. 


RATECH LAUNCHES 
REDESIGNED WEBSITE


Ratech Electronics, manufacturer of pipeline 
inspection camera systems, redesigned its website, 
www.ratech-electronics.com, logo and catalog. 


PERMA-LINER ACQUIRES 
MANUFACTURING, DISTRIBUTION SPACE


Perma-Liner Industries acquired 34,000 square feet of manufacturing and 
distribution space, bringing total square footage for its Clearwater, Fla., facilities 
to 60,000 square feet. 


SPARTAN TOOL ADDS 
TERRITORY MANAGERS 


Spartan Tool hired Steve McKenna 
and Philip March as territory managers. 
McKenna will be responsible for sales, 
service and customer support in 
northern New Jersey. He is a certifi ed 
master plumber and fully licensed in 
the state. March will be responsible for sales, service and customer support in 
the LA Inland Empire. He has 30 years experience in construction and facilities 
management and is a certifi ed Green Plumber.


WJTA-IMCA EXPO SEPT. 10-12
The 2012 WJTA-IMCA Expo will be held Sept. 10-12 at the George 


R. Brown Convention Center in Houston, Texas. The Expo will focus on 
technology, equipment and safety practices with live demonstrations and the 
latest equipment, trucks, parts and accessories. Education sessions will cover 
hydroexcavation, nozzle selection, hose integrity, safety, understanding the power 
of vacuum and high-pressure waterblasting applications. For more information 
contact Ken Carroll at 314/241-1445, or visit www.wjta.org. C
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